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ENG 151 (3-0-0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is 3 hours per week and has 3 credits. It aims to 
provide the basic English vocabulary knowledge and the basis of grammar structure 
which is required for students. This term is the process of knowing English and getting 
used to language. It is aimed that students will be able to make sentences which they 
may need in their daily lives to introduce themselves and talk about the city they live, 
the food or free time activities. 

This course is lectured at different levels such as Beginner, Elementary, Pre-
Intermediate and Intermediate according to the students’ levels. 

Beginner (A1): Students reach the level of using basic terms and basic phrases used in daily 
language in English. Students can supply their communicative needs. (greeting, introducing 
themselves, asking-answering personal questions, talking about what they like). 

Elementary (A2): This level is for improving the students’ knowledge of basic grammar rules 
and the ability of reading, speaking and listening. Students become active in the interactive 
group activities in a basic way at this level. 

Pre-Intermediate (B1): Students can use the phrases which can be used in the daily language 
and improve the ability of establishing a dialogue by means of the sources used at this level. 
They can write long paragraphs about current issues by using their grammar knowledge. 
Their ability of listening improves and they can start to understand longer and more 
complicated dialogues. 

Intermediate (B2): Students learn advanced grammar rules and they can put these learning 
outcomes into practice of language ability such as reading, listening, writing and speaking. 
They can not only understand scientific, critical and creative texts but also answer the 
questions they are asked. 



ENG 152 (3-0-0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is 3 hours per week and has 3 credits and it is 
the continuation of ENG 151. It is aimed to improve and reiterate the learning outcomes 
which are obtained in ENG 151. Students can apply basic grammar rules, make regular 
sentences, understand dialogues in English and communicate in a basic level at the end 
of this semester. 

This course is lectured at different levels such as Beginner, Elementary, Pre-
Intermediate and Intermediate according to the students’ levels. 

Beginner (A1): Students learn and apply basic grammar rules and gain the ability to read and 
understand the English texts. Students can have conversations by means of the grammar and basic 
vocabulary knowledge which are taught at this level. 

Elementary (A2): At this level, acquired skills of students are improved. Students reiterate and use 
their knowledge. They can understand the reading texts, explain the paragraphs and answer the 
questions. As a result of various exercises, students become more fluent in the basis of reading and 
speaking. 

Pre-Intermediate (B1): Students get familiar with English and American culture; they can compare 
them with their own cultures. They can deal with most of the situations which they can confront in the 
places where the language is spoken. They can mention about their wishes and plans with their 
reasons.

Intermediate (B2): Students can understand academic/ scientific and critical speech and they can 
convey their thoughts to the other side and discuss the thoughts in a limited way. They can make 
presentations. 



ENG 251 (3-0-0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is 3 hours per week and has 3 credits. This 
course aims to improve students’ communicative skills in daily issues which students 
may face in common places. Moreover, students make discussions in various technical 
issues within a restricted framework. They can reflect their perspectives with well-
structured and regular sentences in a certain extent of fluency. They can use 
complicated grammar rules in daily conversations effortlessly. 

This course is lectured at different levels such as Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and 
Intermediate according to the students’ levels. 

Elementary (A2): At this level, students can write consistent paragraphs about common issues or their 
personal interests. They can perceive the functional rules of language, exemplify and apply 
orthographic rules faultlessly. 

Pre-Intermediate (B1): Students learn the language and language properties more comprehensively 
at this level and also students are supposed to apply. At this stage, structural features of English are 
learned, subtleties of language are learned and applied and the deficiencies in the four language skills 
are eliminated. Students dominate some subjects such as parts of the sentence, spelling rules and parts 
of speech. They can enhance their vocabulary and use new words in their conversation. 

Intermediate (B2): Students gain the habit of scientific, critical and creative thinking. They can 
express themselves in academic areas, as well. They can understand long speeches and lectures given 
in English. They can communicate with a native speaker in a certain way of natural and fluency. 



ENG 252 (3-0-0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is 3 hours per week and has 3 credits and it is 
the continuation of ENG 251. Reinforcing and improving the level that was attained in 
ENG 251 are amongst the aims of the course. 

It is the level on which students attain complete compatibility on speaking and writing 
skills. They gain the ability to use the main functions of language properly and express 
themselves clearly. They can contribute to academic and non-academic studies. 
Extended vocabulary knowledge is incorporated into the use of language. 

This course is lectured at different levels such as Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and 
Intermediate according to the students’ levels.  

Elementary (A2): At this level students can interpret texts in the target language and they can 
express themselves in written and spoken form. They can apply the grammar rules on their 
daily communication. 

Pre-Intermediate (B1): At this level students can think critically and reflect their opinions 
effectively with the language knowledge they acquired. They can express their experiences, 
opinions and plans. 

Intermediate (B2): At this level students can use the acquired knowledge of the language and 
they can write on the required subjects, using the target language. They can use the language 
in its full extent and prepare lectures and speeches on academic platforms. They can 
participate in discussions actively. They have built a foundation for professional English. 



ENG 261 (3-0-0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is 3 hours per week and has 3 credits. This 
course aims to improve students’ communicative skills in daily issues which students 
may face in common places. Moreover, students make discussions in various technical 
issues within a restricted framework. They can reflect their perspectives with well-
structured and regular sentences in a certain extent of fluency. They can use 
complicated grammar rules in daily conversations effortlessly. 

This course is lectured at different levels such as Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and 
Intermediate according to the students’ levels. 

Elementary (A2): At this level, students can write consistent paragraphs about common issues or their 
personal interests. They can perceive the functional rules of language, exemplify and apply 
orthographic rules faultlessly. 

Pre-Intermediate (B1): Students learn the language and language properties more comprehensively 
at this level and also students are supposed to apply. At this stage, structural features of English are 
learned, subtleties of language are learned and applied and the deficiencies in the four language skills 
are eliminated. Students dominate some subjects such as parts of the sentence, spelling rules and parts 
of speech. They can enhance their vocabulary and use new words in their conversation. 

Intermediate (B2): Students gain the habit of scientific, critical and creative thinking. They can 
express themselves in academic areas, as well. They can understand long speeches and lectures given 
in English. They can communicate with a native speaker in a certain way of natural and fluency. 



ENG 262 (3-0-0)

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is 3 hours per week and has 3 credits and it is 
the continuation of ENG 261. Reinforcing and improving the level that was attained in 
ENG 261 are amongst the aims of the course. 

It is the level on which students attain complete compatibility on speaking and writing 
skills. They gain the ability to use the main functions of language properly and express 
themselves clearly. They can contribute to academic and non-academic studies. 
Extended vocabulary knowledge is incorporated into the use of language. 

This course is lectured at different levels such as Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and 
Intermediate according to the students’ levels.  

Elementary (A2): At this level students can interpret texts in the target language and they can 
express themselves in written and spoken form. They can apply the grammar rules on their 
daily communication. 

Pre-Intermediate (B1): At this level students can think critically and reflect their opinions 
effectively with the language knowledge they acquired. They can express their experiences, 
opinions and plans. 

Intermediate (B2): At this level students can use the acquired knowledge of the language and 
they can write on the required subjects, using the target language. They can use the language 
in its full extent and prepare lectures and speeches on academic platforms. They can 
participate in discussions actively. They have built a foundation for professional English. 


